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After attending this presentation, attendees will better understand the step-by-step techniques by which the suspects in a famous darknet case 
were apprehended. 

This presentation will impact the forensic science community by increasing awareness of the darknet, the capabilities of darknet tools, and 
the investigative techniques used in current cases. This presentation will detail results and conclusions as to effective techniques based on lab testing 
and increase awareness of criminal capabilities and how to counter them, as well as the legal issues that arise in these cases, and important implications 
for warrants and rules of evidence. 

Using reverse engineering and other techniques, it will be demonstrated how security vulnerability exploits can help in investigating specific 
darknet cases. Additionally, this presentation will show how these techniques impact the forensic science community by increasing investigator 
capabilities and options in darknet cases, illustrated by their use in a major case — Freedom Hosting. 

When the shutdown of online drug and contraband marketplaces AlphaBay and Hansa swept headlines in July 2017, United States Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions said:  “... the forces of law and justice face a new challenge from the criminals and transnational criminal organizations who think 
they can commit their crimes with impunity by ‘going dark.’ ”1,2 

While the darknet has a number of legitimate uses, it has also become a haven for criminals.3,4 Investigators have been developing, refining, 
and implementing techniques to infiltrate the darknet and use them to solve cases involving narcotics trafficking, carding, identity theft, child abuse, 
and other illegal activity which may be found there.5-7 Here, one famous case, Freedom Hosting, is reviewed. This presentation will present a deep dive 
into technical options available and methods required to solve this, and other darknet cases, and to identify, apprehend, and arrest the suspect, Eric Eoin 
Marques.8 A combination of techniques to de-anonymize darknet users will be shown. 

Freedom Hosting was first targeted by the hacker collective calling itself “Anonymous” in what they called “Operation Darknet” around 
October 14, 2011.9 Their attack targeted Lolita City and other child abuse websites on the darknet host Freedom Hosting. The attack, a vigilante 
operation, was not conducted by Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA). It disrupted but did not succeed in shutting down Freedom Hosting or its darknet 
websites. Its history helps illuminate the roots of later major darknet operations, including one referred to as Operation Freedom Hosting-2013, 
conducted by a collaboration of LEAs on the very same darknet host (Freedom Hosting) as Operation Darknet in 2011. 

News of the 2013 operation came to light on August 1, 2013, when a reddit user mentioned in an obscure post that he had noticed some 
unusual “iframe” code on darknet internet service provider Freedom Hosting’s websites.10 On August 3, the local Dublin news service Irish Independent 
reported that Eric Eoin Marques, owner and administrator of Freedom Hosting, a website hosting company, had been arrested five days earlier in a 
classic phase A (website administrator) sting.11,12 On August 4, 2013, Tor Project Executive Director Andrew Lewman confirmed to the world that a 
number of darknet sites had indeed disappeared from vendor platform Freedom Hosting.13 On August 5, Ars Technica put together the local Dublin 
arrest story and the disappearing darknet sites, and the story went international.13 We now know of this July 29, 2013, website host sting as a phase A 
of Operation Freedom Hosting. 

What was also not publicly known for another year was that phase B of Operation Freedom Hosting was already underway. LEA deployed 
an investigative technique referred to as a Network Investigative Technique (NIT) for phase B on August 1-4, 2013. During this time, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) secretly controlled about 23 live Freedom Hosting sites, including some relatively innocuous sites, such as TorMail.14,15 
They displayed only an error message, while quietly deploying a NIT to catch users.15 The sting had expanded to target not only the host’s administrator, 
but also site users. In 2014, FBI and Department Of Justice (DOJ) warrants, complaints, and affidavits became public, confirming the operation. The 
press and public had been distracted with the report of Marques’s arrest, not widely realizing that another, wider sting was already underway. 

Documents indicate that a NIT had revealed the identities not only of child abuse site administrators, but also of site users. In phase B, the 
FBI seized and operated the 23 Freedom Hosting websites, deployed NITs, identified site users, and set in motion the arrest and prosecution of users. 
These users included David and Teri Schell, who were also Silk Road 2.0 sellers, and Grant Klein for child abuse offences.16,17 While investigators 
have prevailed in this and many other darknet cases, it is sobering to note that as of February 2017, a darknet website calling itself Freedom Hosting 
still operates on the darknet.18 
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